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NATURAL OPERATIONS ON DIFFERENTIAL FORMS
BY

RICHARD

S. PALAIS

1. Introduction.Suppose that froma given mathematical structure(') S
we have constructedin some canonical fashion two vector spaces over the
same field,say V and W. If g is an automorphism(l) of S then therewill be
induced by g automorphismsRV and Rw of V and W respectively,and the
mappings RV: g-*Rv and RW: g->Rw will be representationsof the group G
of all automorphismsof S in the vector spaces V and W. Let us denote by
g(V, W) the space of intertwiningoperators for these two representations,
that is to say the vector space of linear mappings T of V into W which are
equivariant in the sense that TRV=RWT for all gEG. Now in general the
space of intertwiningoperatorsis the basic object of interestin studyingthc:
relationbetween two representationsof the same group. In the case of representations arising as above moreoverthe space of intertwiningoperators is
of considerable interestin its own right,for the equivariance condition becomes in this settingwhat is usually referredto as a "naturality"condition,
so that elementsof g(V, W) mightwell be termedthe natural linear maps of
V into W. The "natural" here means relative to the way that V and W are
constructedout of S of course.
In the presentpaper we will solve explicitlythe problemof determining
manifoldand V and
the spaces g( V, W) forthe case that S is a differentiable
W are certainspaces of tensorfieldson S. Beforestatingthe resultswe introduce some notationwhichwill be fixedforthe remainderof the paper.
2. Notation. M will denote a connected, n-dimensionaldifferentiable(2)
manifold.For some purposes M will have to be compact but this assumption
will always appear explicitly.The tangent space to M at a point m will be
denoted by Mmand we use (Mm)rto denote the space (0.Mm) 0 ( 0'M*) of
tensors at m contravariantof rank r and covariant of rank s. Elements of
this space are multilinearfunctionalson the cartesian product of r copies of
M* and s copies of Mm.A tensorfieldT contravariantof rank r and covariant
of rank s is a functionon M which assigns to each mC M an element
fortensorfieldsin the customarymanTme(Mm). Definingdifferentiability
tensor fieldson M which are contravariantof
ner, the set of differentiable
rank r and covariantof rank s becomes a real vectorspace Vrunderpointwise
linear operations. As is usual we identifyeach (Mm)' with the fieldof real
Presented to the Society October 26, 1957; received by the editors January 31, 1958.
1 Metamathematical termsare notoriouslydifficultto definein a precisesense that has the
properdegreeofgenerality.Since any reasonable interpretationofthese termswill be acceptable
forpresentpurposes we have not attempted to make them precise.
we shall always mean of class C'.
2 By differentiable
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numbersso that VOis the space of differentiable
real valued functionson M.
We denote by 3I(M) the directsum ED' =0 Vr.
An automorphismof M is what is usually called a diffeomorphism,
that
is a nonsingulardifferentiablehomeomorphismof M. We denote by G the
group of all diffeomorphisms
of M, and by bqfthe differential
of an element
q of G. Thus forme M b& maps Mm isomorphicallyonto M+(m) Since each
Vr is canonically constructedfromM, each qeG induces an automorphism
R4 of V. If TE Vrthen R4,is given explicitlyby
Or;vI . . . v8)

Rqs(T)m(Ol

= To- (m)(0*01)
If T is given in local coordinatesxi *
T-=E

. 10
aJ4Xj,ri

. .

*

(9Or);60-1(vl)

60-1(ve))

x. at '-1(m) by

* 0 Xir 0 dxj10 *

0 dxj, (whereXi = (a/8x?),

then RO,(T) is given near m by:

(*) Ro(T) =
aE... j O
0 (p q(Xil)

0

...

080(Xjr)

0 d(xjl o4))

0 *

0 d(xi, a

a formulawhich we will have occasion to referto several times during explicit computations.
These representationsR: f->R$,of G in each Vrdefinea representationof
G also denoted by R in 5(M). By an M-tensorspace we mean an invariant
subspace of 3(M) under this representationand we will use the already overworked symbol R to denote the restrictedrepresentationof G in each Mtensorspace.
We now introducea topology Tooin G which will be used only to define
the notion of continuousarcs. A neighborhoodbase forthe identityis given
as follows: let (x) =(xi ... xn) be a coordinate system in a coordinate
neighborhoodU of M, let K be a compact subset of U and e a positive number; then a typicalelementof a neighborhoodbase at the identityis given by
N((x), U, K, k, E) which consists of all 45EG for which 4(K) C U and for
whichall derivativesup to orderk of the functionsxi o 4 with respect to the
xj are uniformlywithin e of the correspondingderivatives of xi on K (k is
any non-negativeintegerand we considerthe identityoperator a zero order
derivative). This topologymakes G into a topological group(3). An arc in G
3 This can be seen by the followingmore intrinsicdefinitionof T-. Define Bk(M) inductively by B(M) =M, Bk+l(M) =the bundle of framesof Bk(M). Then each 0 CG induces a
diffeomorphism
+(k) of B(k)(M) and i(k):
>+(kk) is an isomorphismof G into the group G(k)
of diffeomorphisms
of B(k)(M). Now it is known that the compact-open topology makes G(k)a
topological group (cf. Theorem 4 of R. Arens' Topologiesfor homeomorphism
groups,Amer.
J. Math. vol. 68 no. 4 (1946)). Carryingthe compact-open topology forG(k)back to G via i(k)
we get a topology T(k) which makes G a topological group. Clearly T(k) C T(k+1) and it is easily
shown that TX is the union of the T(k).
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relative to TX is called an isotopy.Let G, be the subgroup of G consistingof
those q forwhich there exists a compact subset K of M such that q5maps
M-K identicallyand let Go be the arc componentof the identityin G, relative to To. It is easily seen that Go is a normalsubgroupof G.
If V is an M-tensorspace we will denote by ROthe restrictionto Goof the
representationR of G in V. If V and W are two M-tensorspaces then we will
denote by g( V, W) the space of intertwining
operatorsforthe representations
R of G in V and W, and by g0(V, W) the space of intertwiningoperatorsfor
the representationsRO of Go in V and W. Clearly 9( V, W) C0( V, W). Generallyspeakingg0(V, W) may have a fewinterestingoperatorsnot in 9( V, W),
and it is easy to determineg(V, W) once s0(V, W) is known. In succeeding
papers we expect to investigate the general problem of determiningthese
spaces of intertwiningoperators. In the present paper we solve what are
perhaps the most interestingspecial cases; namelywhen V and W are spaces
forms.
of differential
3. Results. Let (P C V0 be the space of differential
formsof degree p on
Al, dp: DP >4P+l the exteriorderivative restrictedto (P, ZP =null space of
dP= space of closed formsof degreep, and BP = image of dP-1= space of exact
formsof degree p. For each of the above spaces we denote the subspace of
elementswith compact support by using a subscriptc; thus BP is the space
of exact p-formswithcompact support.Our resultsare the following(4):
= g((P, bq) =O if0 _p_n, O<q_n, andq5- p, p+1;
bq)
g0(JP4
,4(OQP,

(DP)

=g(P,

(DP) =constant

gO(4p

(P+')

=g4(Qf,

(P+')=

g40(Q

(40)

gO(n,

(DO)

multiples of the identity map if p>0;

constant multiplesof dP;
if M is compact then in addition
4(DO)= gI(4P, O?)= O if 0 <p <n;
gO(QP

gQ(n

g0(ZP,

4()
4q)

g(bO,0

=

) =constant multiples of the identity map;
constant multiples of fM (where fM is integration of an n-form

over the fundamentalcycle) if M is orientable;
= 0 if M is nonorientable;
= 0 if M is nonorientable,or if M is orientableand reversible(5);
= constantmultiplesoffM if M is orientableand irreversible(5);
= W(ZP,4q) = 0 ifq >0 and p #q (this holds even if M is not compact);

4A suggestionby ProfessorI. E. Segal that amounted to a conjecture of this fact was the
motivationforthe author's work on this paper. I would like to thank ProfessorSegal both for
this and formany interestingconversationsconcerningthe generalsubject matterof this paper.
We note in passing that this particular result says that the exteriorderivative on p-formsis
determinedto within a scalar factor by the condition that it be a linear mapping into p+1
forms which commutes with all diffeomorphisms.This is a considerably simpler and more
intrinsicaxiomatic characterizationof the exteriorderivative than the usual one (cf. p. 10 of
Lie groups and differentialgeometry,K. Nomizu, Tokyo, 1956). In particular the fact that
fromg ((P, (P+2) = 0.
dP+lo dP= 0 followsautomatically
according as it does or does not
6 An orientable manifoldis called reversibleor irreversible
admit an orientationreversingdiffeomorphism.
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g0(Zq,4)q) = (Zq, 4)q) = constant multiples of the inclusion map if q > O
(this holds even if M is not compact);
4)0)
-H(M),
the p-dimensionalreal homologyspace of M;
g0(ZP,
g(ZP, ?) -Np(M), the subspace of Hp(M) consistingof elementswhich
are "natural" in the sense of being leftfixedby all the automorphismsof Hp(M) induced by diffeomorphisms
of M.
4. A remark concerningfinitecoverings. In this section all topological
spaces are assumed to be locally connected and Hausdorff. A mapping
f: X-* Y is called a local homeomorphismif foreach xEX a neighborhoodof
x is mapped homeomorphicallyby f onto a neighborhood
off(x). If X and Y
are connected and iff is a mapping of X onto Y with the propertythat each
yE Y has a neighborhoodV such that each componentoff-'(V) is mapped
homeomorphicallyonto V by f, thenf is called a coveringmap. In this case
an obvious and well-knownconnectivityargument show that the cardinal
numberv of the setf-1(y) is the same forall yE Y; v is called the numberof
sheetsof the coveringand ifv is a finiteintegern thenf is called a finitecovering or more specificallyan n-sheetedcovering.
It is clear that a coveringmap is a local homeomorphism.The converse
is false and the differencebetween the two concepts is rathercomplicated in
general. However forfinitecoveringswe have
4.1. LEMMA. If X and Y are connectedand f: X-> Y is a local homeomorphismfor whichthereis an integern such thatf-l(y) has exactlyn pointsfor
each yC Y thenf is an n-sheetedcovering.
e l and let WI, * , Wn be
Proof. Given yE Y let f l(y) = {xl,
*, x8}
disjoint neighborhoodsof the xi such thatf maps each Wi homeomorphically
onto a neighborhoodof y. Let V be the componentof y in nl1 f(Wi) and let
Ui=component of xi in f-'(V)G\ Wi. The fact that f is uniformlyn-to-one
insuresthat U', . * *, Unare all the componentsoffl(V) and each is clearly
mapped homeomorphicallyonto V. q.e.d.
It is well-knownthat ifX and Y are connectedand X compact then a local
homeomorphismof X into Y is a finitecovering.The followinggeneralization
of this fact is perhaps also fairlywell-known,but it does not seem to appear
in the literature.
4.2. THEOREM.Let X and Y be connected,locally connected,and locally
compactHausdorffspaces. A necessaryand sufficient
conditionfora local homeomorphismf: X-* Y to be a finitecoveringis thattheinverseimage byf of each
compactsubsetof Y is a compactsubsetofX.
Proof. Necessity is obvious so we prove only sufficiency.Let Yn
Y: flh(y) contains at least n distinctpoints}. Clearly the fact that f
is a local homeomorphismimplies that each Yn is open. We show next that

{E
y
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each Yn is closed. In fact let y be adherentto Yn and let {y4} be a net in Y.
, xe be distinctpoints in f-'(y,). By passing to a
approaching y. Let xl, *
subnet of {y,} if necessary we may suppose that each {x' } approaches a
limit xi in the one point compactificationof X. It followsfromthe property
assumed off that actually xiEX. It will sufficeto show that the xi are distinct. But if xi=xi=z with i=j there would be distinct points x' and xi
arbitrarilyclose to z withf(x') =f(xj.)= ya, contradictingthe local homeomorphismpropertyoff at z. It followsnow that each Yn is eitherempty or
all of Y. Let y be in the range off. The propertiesassumed forf imply that
f'l(y) is both discreteand compact, and hence contains only finitelymany,
say n, points. Then y Ynbut y i Yn+l so Yn= Y and Yn+l= 0 so Y= Yn
- Yn+1and by (4.1) f is an n-sheetedcovering.q.e.d.
In the followingl|xii
denotes the distance of a point x in Rn fromthe origin
=
ofRn: 1Ix112
-Rn thena necessaryand sufficient
X2. Iff: Rn
condition
thatf1 map compactsets intocompactsets is clearlythatlimj1X,0 HfA(x)Ii
= 0o. Recalling that Rn is simply connected the implicit functiontheorem
gives the followingcorollaryof (4.2), which by all rightsshould be a very
classical theorem.
Js1

4.3. COROLLARY. Let fi, * , fn be n real valuedfunctionsof n real variables. Necessaryand sufficient
conditionsthatthemappingf: Rn->Rn definedby
=
be
a
,
f(x) (fi(x), *
fn(x))
diffeomorphism
of Rn ontoitselfare:
(1) det (dfi/dxj)nevervanishes.
= 0o.
(2) lim11-11..0.
I|f(x)1I
5. Extendinggerms of diffeomorphisms.
5.1. LEMMA. Let ,1be a differentiable
mapping of a neighborhood
of a point
m of M into M such that41(m)= m and such that8+4maps Mmidentically.Then
if U is any neighborhoodof m we can find a smallerneighborhoodV and an
isotopys-->c/of [0, I ] into Go such that40 is theidentitymap of M, each Os
maps thecomplement
of U identically,and 41 V= 4' V.
Proof. By introducinga coordinate system at m this lemma becomes an
immediateconsequence of the followingone.
5.2. LEMMA. Let fi ... fn be n differentiable
real valuedfunctionsdefined
in a neighborhood
of the origin in Rn such thatfi(O) = 0 and (dfil/xj)o= i
Thenfor everysufficiently
small positivenumberr thereexists a differentiable
mapping F ofRn X [0, 1 ] intoRn withthefollowingproperties:
(1) F8: x->F(x, s) is a diffeomorphism
of Rn ontoitselffor each s in [0, 1].
(2) FO is theidentitymap of Rn.
(3) F8(x) = x if i[xjj> 2r and O s <1.
(4) Fs1(X) = (fn(X),
iso o
fn(x)) if I|xl < r
sis
an
)F8
(5)
isotopy.
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Proof. Let us writefi(x) =xi +A i(x). Then by the hypotheseson thef, it
followsthat the Ai are differentiable
functionsdefinednear the originof Rn
and that A%(O)= (dA/
funci/8x) (0) = 0. Given r > 0 let gr be a differentiable
tion of one real variable such that OTr(U) =1 if 0?<u<?r2, or(u) = 0 if u>4r2,
whileforall u 0 < (ur()< 1 and I r(u) <1 /r2. The existenceof a class C'
functionwith these propertiesis trivial,and by regularization(that is, convoluting with a Co functionof integralunityand support a small neighborhood of the origin)we can replace the C' functionby a Co one. For r so small
that all the fi are definedin the ball of radius 3r about the originwe define
F: RnX [0, ]-Rn by
Fi(x, s)

=

xi +

So-r(l

|x112)Ai(x),

Fi(x, s) = xi

for|lxll
|

forI|x||

2r,
_

2r.

Once conclusion (1) is established; the remainingconclusions are obvious.
Since F8(x) =x forIIx|I 2r it followsfrom(4.3) above that the lemma will be
established if we can show that provided r is sufficiently
small det(dF9/dxj)
does not vanish in the ball ||x|| <2r. Now since dF9/dxj=bij+saij(x, r) where
X I 2)(a A /laXj)
a,j(x, r) = 2o I (| |xl |2) xjAi(x) + crr(H
(x),

it will sufficeto show that aij(x, r) approaches zero as r goes to zero, unifunctionssatisfying
formlyon ||x| <2r. Now since the Ai are differentiable
A i(O) = (A i/dxj) (0) = 0 it followsfromTaylor's theoremthat we can write
A i(x) = I|x||2Bi(x) and (dAi/dxj)(x) =| xIIBij(x)wherethefunctions
IBi| and
N
for
functions
be
a
bound
the
latter
and
are
bounded.
Letting
recalling
Bii
I
I
that |Io-'I < 1/r2 and o I < 1 we have Iaij(x, r) I < N|Ix|I(2 x||II
2/r2
+ 1t)so that
on |x|l <?2r we have aii(x, r) I 9Nr which goes to zero uniformlyin x as r
goes to zero. The lemma is therebyproved.
Let B(M) denote the bundle of framesof M. Each OGG induces a diffeomorphism4' of B(M): 4' maps the frame e =(el, * * *, en) into the frame
O'(e) = (30(ei), * * * , 60(en)) .
5.3.

LEMMA.

on each componentof B(M).
Go acts transitively

Proof. Since each elementof Go is isotopic to the identityit is clear that
the partitioningof B(M) into orbits under Go is at least as fineas the partitioningof B(M) into components. Since we wish to show that it is not a
properlyfinerpartitioningit will sufficeto show that given mE M and a
framee at m the orbit of e under Go contains a neighborhoodof e in B(M).
Introducinga coordinate systemat m this followseasily fromthe following
lemma.
5.4. LEMMA. Given r>O thereexists an e>0 such that given aCRn and
mapTECGL(R, n) satisfyingIai4 <e and I &ij- TjI <e thereis a differentiable
ping F: RnX [0, 1]-Rn withthefollowingproperties:
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ofRn ontoitselffor each s in [0, 1];
(1) Fs: x->F(x, s) is a diffeomorphism
(2) F0 is theidentitymap of Rn;
(3) Fs(x) =x if l|xii_ 2r;
(4) Fl(x) = Tx+a ifi|xii <r;
(5) s-->Fsis an isotopy.
Proof. Let
(5.3). Define:

0Jrbe

a functionwith the propertiesdescribed in the proofof
- x + a).
F(x, s) = x + sOTr(11X12)(Tx

Then as in the proofof (5.3) once (1) is demonstratedthe properties(2)-(5)
are obvious. Now (1) will followfrom(4.3) once it is shownthat det (OFt/Ox,)
small. Since
nevervanishes on |x|| < 2r, provided e is chosen sufficiently

(

x11)
2E
aF/axj = bij + 2sxj4 (11
+

Scr(||

XI

I2)(Tij

-

Tijxj- xi + ai)
ij)

that | ?r| 1 and Io-'I < 1/r2 we see that for O<s < 1 and
Remembering
ljxjj?2r
|aF8/axj-

j I < (4/r)(IlT - I|Ir +

E)

+

.

Since |IT-I|| can be made arbitrarilysmall by making e small enough the
proofis complete.
of a
5.5. THEOREM.Let VI be a differentiable
mapping of a neighborhood
point m of M into M, and suppose thatb5lImis nonsingular.If M is orientable
is orientationpreserving.Then thereexistsa q in
assume in additionthat 5lI.m
V of m.
Go such that4 | V=+ |1 V for someneighborhood
Proof. Let e be a frameat m, and let e' = (&'(eO), * * *, 5'(e.)), a frameat
{1(m). If M is nonorientablethen B(M) is connected. If M is orientablethen
B(M) has two components,but in this case the extra assumption on 65lIm
assures that neverthelesse and e' belong to the same component. By (5.3)
we can findoEGo such that '(e') =e. Then -o04(m) =m and 8(o o 4) maps
Mmidentically so it follows from (5.1) that we can find 6EGo such that
oo 41 V-=0 V for some neighborhood V of m. Then clearly if we put +
=f-1 o 0 the conclusionof the theoremis satisfied.
A coordinate system (x) =(xi. . . x.) in a coordinate domain U of M
will be said to be centeredat mC U ifxi(m) =0 i = 1, * * *, n.
5.6. COROLLARY. Let (x) and (y) be coordinatesystemsin M centeredat ml
and m2 respectively.
If M is orientableassume in addition that(x) and (y) are
similarlyoriented.Thereexistsa q CEGosuchthatxi I V= yi o q I V, i = 1, . . . , n.
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The theoremsof this section will be needed later on when we will need to
in Go having specifiedproperknow that there exist certain diffeomorphisms
ties near a given point. We will need one more theoremof this type.
5.7. THEOREM.Let r and e be positivenumbersand let0 <c < 1. Then there
existsa differentiable
map F: Rn X [0, 1] -Rn withthefollowingproperties:
(1) F8: x->F(x, s) is a diffeomorphism
ofRn ontoitselffor each s in [0, 1],
(2) FO is theidentitymap ofRn,
(3) FS(x)=x if IIxIl>r+e and O<s<1,
(4) F'(x) =cx if ||x|| <r,
(5) s--*Fsis an isotopy.
Proof. Constructas in (5.2) a differentiable
functiono-of one real variable
such that o(u)=1 if O<u<r2, o(u)=O if u>(r+e)2, and o'(u)<O if r2<u
< (r+ e)2. Define

F(x, s) = (1 + s(c

-

1)o(jjXjj2))x.

An easy calculation shows that the Jacobian matrix of F8 is the sum of a
positive multipleof the identitymatrixand a positive semi-definitematrix.
Hence Fs is nonsingularat every point and by (4.3) each Fs is a diffeomorphism of Rn with itself.Properties (2)-(5) are then as usual easily verified.
6. Localizable operations.
DEFINITION.Let V and W be M-tensorspaces. A linear transformation
of
V into W will be called localizableif whenevervi and V2in V agree in a neighborhood of a point m it followsthat Tv1and Tv2also agree in a neighborhood
of m. Equivalently T is localizable if whenevervE V vanishes in a neighborhood of a point m it followsthat Tv vanishes at m.
6.1. THEOREM. Let V and W be M-tensorspaces and suppose WC Vs where
r-s#0O. Then gO(V, W) consistsentirelyof localizableoperators.
Proof. Let mE M and suppose vE V vanishes in a neighborhoodU of m.
Letting T denote an arbitraryelement of 40(V, W) we must show that
close to unity it followsdirectly
(TV)m=O If q is a real numbersufficiently
from(5.4) that we can find CEGosuch that 0(m) =m, 50mis multiplication
by q, and 4 maps the complementof U identically. We note that the isois q18. Now since v vanishes in U while4
morphismof (Mm)' induced by 84gm
maps the complement of U identically it follows that R6v = v. Since
TEC40(V, W) we get (Tv)m=
=(TR,6v)m=(R,,Tv)m=qr-8(Tv)m. Since r-s #O it
followsby taking q$!1 that (Tv)m=O. q.e.d.
6.2. COROLLARY. If q#O thenthe spaces i(4)P, 4)q),
and 40(ZP,4,q) consistentirelyof localizableoperators.

0(4P, 4q),

g(ZP, 4q),

We note that the restrictionq0O is essential.For example if M is compact
, 4qO).
and orientablethen w--*fMwis a nonlocalizable elementof 90(oQn
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6.3. COROLLARY.Let T be an elementof one of the spaces listedin (6.2).
Let w' and w2 be in thedomain of T and suppose thereexistcoordinatesystems
(x) and (y) centeredat mi and m2 respectively
such that
wi =

ail.. .j(x)dxj, A

...

A dxi2,,

w2 =

ail...j(y)dyi, A

...

A dysp

near mi and m2 respectively
(thesums are overall p-tuples(i1,
I <i,< . . <ip_n). If
Tw' =

bhl...jq(x)dxji

Tw2 =

b
b,... jq(y)dyjiA ...

A

...

,

i,) such that

A dxjq

near mi, then
A dyjq

near M2.
Proof. Choose 4CGo satisfying(5.6). From the formula (*) in ?2 it follows that (RWolW2)m
form in a neighborhoodof mi. Since T is localizable
w",=
it followsthat (Twl)m= (TRO-1w2)m
form in a neighborhoodof mi. Since T
is an intertwiningoperator we get (Twl)m= (R-lTW2)mform in a neighborhood of mi. Once again using the formula(*) our resultfollowsdirectly.
7. Basic differential
forms.
Let weIq, 0< q <n. We say that w is a basic q-formof the
DEFINITION.
firstkind at mEM if there is a coordinate system (x) centered at m with
sphericaldomain U such that the support of w is a compact subset of U and
w =fdxlA ... Adxq, wherefIV = Xq+i I V forsome neighborhoodV of m. We
say that w is a basic q-formof the firstkind if it is such at some mGM.
DEFINITION. Let w 4I, 0 _q<n. We say that w is a basic q-formof the
secondkind at mGM if there is a coordinate system (x) centeredat m with
spherical domain U such that the support of w is a compact subset of U
and w =fdxi A ... Adxq wherefis constantnear m. We say that w is a basic
q-formof the second kind if it is such at some mCM.
7.1. THEOREM. Let (x) be a coordinatesystemwith spherical domain U
centeredat mGM. Let w be a q-formwithcompactsupportincludedin U. If
O< q <n thenw is thesum of a finitenumberof basic q-formsof thefirstand
secondkind at m.
Proof. Writing w= Eail... qdxi, ... Adxi, we note that each summand on the right,aftera reindexingof (x), takes the formgdx1A * * * Adxq
where g is a differentiablefunctionwith support a compact subset of U,
hence we may assume that w has this form.Let c be a positive real number
so largethat (xi, *. . , xq,Xq+l+g/c, Xq+2, * * * , Xn) is a coordinatesystemin
functionwhich is unityon the support of g and
U. Let h be a differentiable
vanishes outside U so that g = gh. Then clearly
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w = (ch(xq,++ g/c - g(m)/c)dxiA . . . A dxq)
+ (-chxq+ldxl A ... A dxq)+ (hg(m)dxiA

...

A dxq).

Now the firsttwo formson the rightare basic q-formsof the firstkind at m
while the third is a basic q-formof the second kind at m so the theoremis
proved.
7.2. COROLLARY.Let wECIq, O<q<n, and let mCM. Then thereis a
neighborhood
of m in whichw is equal to thesum of a finitenumberof basic qformsof thefirstand secondkindsat m.
Proof. First assume q<n and let U be a spherical coordinate domain
centered at m. If f is a differentiable
functionwhich is equal to unity on a
neighborhoodof m and has as its support a compact subset of U then fw
is equal to w in a neighborhoodof m and we can apply (7.1) tofw. If q=n we
can findan (n-1)-form o-and a neighborhoodof m in which w=do-. We can
by the firstpart of the proofexpresso-in a neighborhoodof m as the sum of
basic n -1 formsat m. It thensufficesto note that the exteriorderivative of
a basic (n-1)-form of the first(second) kind at m is a basic n-formof the
second kind at (is zero in a neighborhoodof) m.
7.3. LEMMA.If 0<q<n and w is a basic q-formof the second kind at m,
thenthereare points m' arbitrarilynear m such thatw is thesum of a basic qformofthefirstkind at m and a basic q-formofthefirstkindat m'.
Proof. Let (x) be a coordinate system with spherical domain U centered
at m such that the supportof w is a compact subset of U and such that in the
coordinate sphere of radius 2r centered at m the form w is given by
cdxlA * * * Adxq for some real number c. Let m' be the point of U with
coordinatesxi(m') =0, i qq+1, xq+i(m') =r. Then
w = (1/r)xq+lw + (1

-

(l/r)xq,+)w.

Putting yi = xi, i # q + 1; yq+i = (c/r)xq+? and zi
xi, i = q + 1; Z+1
= c(1 - (1/r)xq+?)it is clear that (y) and (z) are coordinatesystemswith domain U centeredat m and m' respectivelyprovided cO0. Moreover near m
we have (l/r)xq+lw=yq+,dylA
(1

-

...

Adyq, while near m' we have

(1/r) xq+i) W = Zq+dzi A *

A dzq.

If c=O let a- be any basic q-formof the firstkind at m with support in U.
Then w=(w-o)+o
and both terms on the right are basic q-formsof the
firstkind at m.
7.4. THEOREM. If w -,, O< q <n thenw is thesum of a finitenumberof
basic q-formsof thefirstkind.
Proof. Because of (7.3) it will sufficeto show that w is the sum of a finite
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numberof basic q-formsof the firstand second kinds. Let K be the support
of w so by assumptionK is compact. Let { Ui, * * *, Uk} be a coveringof K
by sphericalcoordinateneighborhoods,and letfi, * * * fk+lbe a differentiable
partitionof unity subordinate to { Ui, * * *, Uk, M-K}
so that for i_k,
functionwith supportin Ui and fi + *
+fk=1 identifi is a differentiable
cally in K. Then w=fiw+
+fkw and we can apply (7.1) to each of the
fiw.
7.5. LEMMA. If w is a basic q-formof thefirstkind thenthereexists0CGo
such thatfor everysufficiently
small positivereal numberc we have w+cR6w
for
some
EGo.
46
=R4ow
Proof. Let U be the sphericaldomain of a coordinatesystem(x) centered
at m such that w =fdxlA * * Adxq where the support of f is included in
the coordinatesphereof radius L about m and f = xq41 in the sphereof radius
r about m. By (5.7) we can find C/EGosuch that xi o 4 = (r/L)xi withinthe
sphere of radius L while q5 maps M- U identically. We note that Row
= (L/r)q(f a c-1)dxlA . . . Adxq=gdxl A ...
Adxq where the support of g
is included in the sphere of radius r about m. Now let 1ic be the map of M
onto itselfdefinedby xi o tlc=xi, i#q+1 and x,+1o ilcc=xq+1+cg in U and by
and also
iIc(m') = m' form'C M- U. It is clear that each 41/cis differentiable
small c that {1c is nonsingular.It is then immediate from
that forsufficiently
(4.2) and the implicitfunctiontheoremthat forsuch small c the i/c are all
diffeomorphisms
of M. Moreover lettingc- O we get an isotopy of these {1c
with the identitymap of M so each of these 1/cis contained in Go. From the
formula(*) of ?2 we see that if we denote the inverse of 41/cby i/ then Row
=w+cRow. q.e.d.
The followinginnocuous lookingresultis actually the basic fact behind a
numberof our more difficulttheorems.
7.6. THEOREM. If w bq 0<q <n thenw is a finitesum of q-formsof the
formo--R,o- whereo q and gEGo.
Proof. Because of (7.4) we can assume that w is a basic q-formof the first
kind. Then by (7.5) we can findc>O and X, 41CGo such that w+cR+w=RRw.
Then puttingg=5-1'4 and o=R+_1((1/c)w) we get w=o--R,o. q.e.d.
8. Invariant linear functionals.The space V of differentiablefunctions
on M contains as an invariant one dimensionalsubspace the constant functions. Since M is connectedthis space is just ZO. We will identifyZO with the
fieldof real numbersso that a linear map of a real vector space into ZO is to
be regarded as a linear functional.We note that if cCZ0 and 5CG then
R6c=c; in other words R induces the identityrepresentationof G on ZO. It
followsthat if V is any M-tensorspace then J(V, ZO) is just the space of Ginvariant linear functionalson V, i.e. linear functionalsL on V such that
L o R6 =L forall 5EG. Similarly40(V, ZO) is the space of GO-invariant
linear
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functionalson V. Since Z? is a subspace of (D it is clear that J(V,Z?) is a
subspace of 4(V, (PI) and that g0(V, Z?) is a subspace of 4o(V, (D). In fact
since d=d0C-Q(4), V1) we have:
8.1. SCHOLIUM.If V is any M-tensorspace and TEC(V, ?0) (respectively,
TEC40(V, VO)) then d o TEE(V, 41) (respectively,d o TE9?(V, V')), and
TC-(V, Z?) (respectively,
TCJ0(V, Z?)) if and onlyif d o T=O.
will be able to show that in a number of cases
fact
we
Using the above
is
forexample that this will always be the case
clear
It
ZO).
(D)
=-(V,
S(V,
when 9(V, ') =0.
It seems very unlikely to the author that there could ever exist Ginvariant linear functionalson 4?q if q<n (if M is compact, orientable,and
irreversible(5)then fM is a G-invariantlinear functionalon 4n), however all
we can prove is the followingsomewhat weaker theorem.
DEFINITION. If V is a subspace of4?q then we denote by V' the annihilator
of V in (?qI) *, i.e. the set of linear functionalson (?q which vanish identically
on V.
8.2.

THEOREM.

If q<n thengO(4s

Z?)

=

Proof. Let LE(bQ)0, weCP, and 4EGo. Since 0 maps the complementof
some compact set K identicallyit is clear that Row-w has its support in K
and hence belongsto4b. But thisimpliesthat L(Rkw-w) =0 soLEGoQ(t, ZO).
That converselyevery Go-invariantlinear functionalon cbq must vanish on
ib,is an immediate consequence of (7.6). q.e.d.
8.3. COROLLARY.If M is compact and q<n, then 40(bq, ZO) =0 and a
fortiori4(cIq, ZO) =0.

8.4. COROLLARY.If q < n, thengQI4?, Z?)C(4X)?.
Perhaps the deepest resultof thispaper is containedin (8.3). In particular
(8.3) states that there are no nontriviallinear functionalson the space of
functionson M which are invariantunder all diffeomorphisms,
differentiable
provided M is compact. This raises the followinginterestingquestion: if M
is compact and C(M) is the space of all continuousreal valued functionson
M can there exist linear functionalson C(M) which are invariant under the
groupof all homeomorphismsof M? It followsfrom(8.3) that any such linear
functional must vanish on all functions which are differentiablein any
structureforM and more generallyon any functionwhich can
differentiable
be writtenas a sum of functionseach ofwhichis equivalent to a differentiable
functionunder a homeomorphism,but this does not completely settle the
problem.
9. The effectof localizable elements of 40(Pp, 4Pq) on basic forms.
9.1. THEOREM.Let T be a localizable elementof g4(4Dp,4Pq) and let w be a
basic p-formof thefirstkind at mEM. Then:
(a) Tw vanishesnear m unless q = p or q = p+l .
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(b) If q = p then Tw is a constantmultipleof w near m. The constantdepends on T but noton w or m.
(c) If q = p + 1 thenTw is a constantmultipleof dPwnear m. The constant
dependson T but noton w or m.
Proof. Let (x) be a spherical coordinate system centered at m such that
...
Adxpin a neighborhoodof m. If a,, * * * , a. are sufficiently
small real numbersthen by (5.4) we can findcPEGo such that xi o cP=xi+ai
near m. Now by the formula(*) of ?2 if

w=xp+ldxlA

Tw=>E

then

RjTw =

ail...iqdxi1 A ...A
ail... q o 4-ldxi1

A

...

dxiq

A dxiq.

If ap+1=0 then clearly Row= w near m so, since T is localizable, Tw = TRkw
=R4,Tw near m, and by the above formulait follows that the ai1...i are
functionsof xp+1alone near m. Appealing to (5.4) again given real numbers
b and c sufficiently
close to unity we can findVIEGo such that near m we
have xi o V/'=bxi,i?p, xio /'=cxi,i>p+2, and xp+1o 'P=xxp+.Using (*) and
the fact that the ail... i, depend only on x,+1 near m we see that near m we
have
.
A dxi,,
RjTw = EbJ(ii * iq)CK (ii * iQ)CK(ii iaq)ail...iqdXi A

) is the numberof the indices i1 * * *i, which are less than
where J(ii i.
or equal to p, and K(ii ... i,) is the numberof themgreaterthan or equal to
p+2. On the other hand it is clear that Rpw=bPw near m, so by the localizability of T we have near m
R4'w = TR+w = bPTw=

E

A ...
b"ai1... dxidi/

A dxiq.

Comparing these two expressionsfor RpTw it followsthat al ... i vanishes
near m unless exactly p of the indices are less than or equal to p and none are
greaterthan p+1. Conclusion (a) of the theoremis now immediate. Moreover ifq = p we see that Tw=f(xp+i)dxl
A ... Adxpnear m. If r is sufficiently
close to unity then as above we can finda CGo such that near m x,?1 o -'
=rxp+i and xioa-' =x if i5p+1. Then by (*)
f(rxp+i)dxlA

...

A dxp = R4Tw= TR,yw= rf(x,+?)dxlA

...

A dxp,

fromwhich it followsthatf(xp+i) = kxp+lnear m forsome constant k. That k
depends only on T and not on w or m followsfrom(6.3). This completes the
proofof conclusion (b). Finally if q = p + 1 then the above restrictionson the
ail... .i, imply that Tw=g(xp+i)dxlA ... Adx,+i. Letting a be as above
rg(rx,+i)dxlA ... A dx,+1 - RTw = TR,w = rg(x,+i)dxlA ... A dxp-1.
This clearlyimplies that g is constant near m, and just as above we see that
the constant depends only on T. This completes the proofof conclusion (c)
and of the theorem.
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9.2. THEOREM. Let T be a localizable element of g(OIip, 4Iq) and let w be a
basic p-formof thesecondkind at mC M. Then
(a) Tw vanishesnear m unless q = p.
(b) If q = p thennear m Tw is a constantmultipleof w. The constantdepends on T butnoton w or m.

Proof. Since the prooffollowsalong lines very close to those of the precedingtheoremwe mentiononly the necessarychanges. Let (x) be a spherical
in a neighA
coordinate systemcenteredat m such that w=adxlA
Adxp
a
a
in
m
where
is
constant.
=0
the
definition
borhood of
The restrictionap+l
to
insure
that
=
w
near
m.
As
q
is
of
no longernecessary
a resultit follows
Row
that the ail... iq are constant near m. In the definitionof V/we demand that
xp+1o V = cxp+lnear m ratherthan xp+lo Vf= xp+i near m as before.We then
have R+w=bPw near m as beforeand there is an obvious change in R'PTw
whichimpliesthat ail .. .i vanishesnear m unlessij =j. The conclusionsof the
theoremare then immediate.
9.3. THEOREM. Let p and q be positiveintegersand let Tzgo(ZP, 4)q). If w
is a basic p-formof thesecondkind at mEM and if wEzZP then
(a) Tw vanishesnear m if q# p,
(b) If q = p then Tw is a constantmultipleof w near m. The constantdepends on T butnoton w or m.
Proof. Since q>O it followsfrom (6.2) that T is localizable. The proof
continuesexactly as the proofof (9.2).
10. The spaces gOQ(IP,4iq)and g(4ip,4iq)when q>O.
10.1.

THEOREM.

g4(4ip,4jq) =0 providedq#p, p+1, or 0.

Proof. Suppose that TEzg(4P, cJq),wEz4, and mCM. With the given restrictionon q we must show that (Tw)m=O. By (6.2) T is localizable, so by
(7.2) it sufficesto considerthe case wherew is a basic p-format m. But then
(9.1a) and (9.2a) complete the proof.
10.2.

COROLLARY.

g(4p, 4)q) =0 providedqH p, p+1, or 0.

10.3. THEOREM. gO(QfP, 4BP) consistsof theconstantmultiplesof theidentity
mappingprovidedp #0.
Proof. Let TEz(1P,
4)P). Since T is localizable by (6.2) it followsfrom
(7.2) that it will be enough to show that there is a constant c such that
(TW)m=cwm whenever w is a basic p-format m. Now by (9.1b) there is a
constanta such that forany basic p-formof the firstkind at m, say 0, TO= aG
in a neighborhoodof m. Similarlyby (9.2b) there is a constant b such that
if 0 is a basic p-format m of the second kind then TO= bOin a neighborhood
of m. We will complete the proofby showingthat a = b. Let mE M and let w
be a basic p-formof the second kind at m withwm 0. Let V be neighborhood
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of m in which w does not vanish and Tw=bw. By (7.3) we can findm'E V
such that w is the sum of a basic p-formof the firstkind 0 at m and a basic
p-formof the firstkind a at m'. Then bwm'= (Tw)m' = (TG)m,+(Ta)m' =aGam
+aa., = awm,fromwhich it followsthat a= b.
10.4. COROLLARY. g(fP,
mapping providedp =0.
10.5.

THEOREM.

4bq)

gO4()P, (P+')

consistsoftheconstantmultiplesoftheidentity
consists of the constant multiples of dP.

Proof. Let TEzgO(P, (P+') so that T is localizable by (6.2). By (9.1c)
thereis a real numberc such that if w is a basic p-formof the firstkind at m
then Tw = c(dPw) near m. If w is a basic p-formof the second kind at m then
clearly dPw vanishes near m and by (9.2b) so does Tw. It then followsfrom
(7.2) that if w is any p-formthen (Tw)m=c(dPw)mforeach mEM. q.e.d.
11. The spaces g0(DP,(O) and Q(IP,(O).
11.1. LEAIMA.If p>O then.4(IP, 4I)-.0(IP,

Z?) and g(fP,1O) =gQ(fP,
Z0).

Proof. We will prove only the firstequality since it plainly implies the
second. If p > 1 then the desired resultfollowsdirectlyfrom(8.1) and (10.1),
so we assume that p=1. Now by (8.1) and (10.3) if TC-0(Q1), (O) then
d o T==cI where I is the identity map of V1 and c is some constant. If c=0
then by (8.1) TEzO(QP, ZO) as desired, so assume that c#O. Then foreach
one formw on M we get w=d((1/c) Tw), i.e. everyone formon M is derived.
But if this is the case then V1=Z' and the lemma followsas a special case of
(13.1) which will be proved shortly.q.e.d.
11.2. LEMMA. 4Q(1),
(DO)= [I] l4Q(1O,
ZO) and 40Q(),(D)O)= [I] EgO(d2O, ZO)
where[I] is theone-dimensionalspace spanned by theidentitymap I of 1b?.
Proof. We prove the second equality since it implies the first.Since [I]

and 40((D?, ZO) are clearlydisjointsubspacesof g401)o,(DO0)it will sufficeto

show that any T4 0)(b0, 10) can be writtenas L +cI whereL 40(b0, Z0) and
c is some real number. For this it will in turn suffice,because of (8.1), to
show that we have d(T-cI) =0, or d o T=cd for some real number c. But
since d o TEC40Q(1,(1D) the latter is an immediateconsequence of (10.5).
11.3. THEOREM. If 1 ?p<n everyelementof g4(Q1P,(D) vanishes on <X
whiletherestriction
ofany elementof 40(Q1),(DO) to (D is a constantmultipleof
theidentity
map. In particularif M is compacttheng4(Q1P, (DO)=g()P, (DO) =0
when1 < p <n while40Q
ofconstant
multiples
ofthe
((b ?) 0 and 4Q(1),1)0) consist
identitymapping.
Proof. Immediate from(11.1), (11.2), and (8.2).

Amongtheg4(1p), (bq) and 4(1)P, (bq) onlygO4(n, (DO)and 4(Q1n,(DO) are now

unaccounted for.Since c1n= Zn the nature of these spaces can easily be read
offfromthe resultsof ?13 and we state the resultshere withoutproof.
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If M is compactand orientablethengO(fn, (DO)consistsof

constant
multiples
offM. If M is compact
and nonorientable
theng[0((n,

?0) = 0.

If M is compact,orientable,and irreversible
theng(Q1n, ?O) consistsof constant
multiplesof fM. If M is compactand nonorientable
or compact,orientable,and
reversiblethen4I(Xn, (DO) = O.

12. The spaces &0(Zp,Iq) and 4(Zp, fDq) whenq>0.
12.1. THEOREM. If q>O thengO(Zq,fDq) and g(Zq, fDq) consistofconstant
multiples
oftheinclusionmappingwhileforp'q g0(Zp, fDq) = g(ZP, fDq) =0.
Proof. We can assume that p>O since the case p =0 is trivial. Let wCZP
and mCM. By the Poincare lemma we can find0C(1P- such that w-=dP-1
in a neighborhoodof m. Since the exteriorderivative of a basic p -1 form
of the firstkind at m is a basic p-formof the second kind at m, while the exteriorderivativeof a basic p -1 formof the second kind at m vanishes near
m it followsthat, near m, w is the sum of a finitenumberof derived basic
p-formsof the second kind at m. Now by (6.2) elements of gO(Zp, 1Dq)are
localizable so the theoremis immediate from(9.3).
13. The spaces g0(ZP, (D) and 4(Zp, (D).
13.1.

LEMMA.

If TG90(Z', (O) thend o T=0.

Proof. Since d o TE40(Z', (P) we at least have d o T=cI by (12.1). It
remains to show that in fact c =0. Now T o dEz?0(QI, (DO)and so by (11.3)
restrictedto I? it is a constantmultipleof the identity,kI. Iff is a differentiable function with compact support k(df)=d(kf)=d(T(df))=d o T(df)
= c(df), so k = c. Now let (x) be a coordinatesystemcenteredat mE M. If a is
a positive numbersufficiently
close to unitythen by (5.7) we can findq5EGo
such that in a neighborhoodV of m we have xi o q = (1/a)xi. Letf be a differentiable real valued functionwith support a compact subset of V. Then
Ro(df) =a(df) so
acf = a(T(df)) = T(a(df)) = T(RO(df)) = RO(T(df)) = c(Rof).
If c$O we would getRof=af. But since a need not be equal to unitywe would
then get an immediate contradictionby taking the supremumof both sides
of this equation. It followsthat c = 0 and the lemma is proved.
13.2.

LEMMA. gO(ZP, (D) =gO(ZP,

Zo).

Proof. Let TC4O(ZP, (D). Then d o TE,0(ZP, (1) hence if pt1

then

d o T=0 by (12.1), while if p=1 then d o T=0 by (13.1). The lemma now

followsfrom(8.1).
In what followsgiven a subspace V of ZP we will denote by VOits annihilatorin (ZP) *, i.e. the set of linearfunctionalson ZP whichvanish identically
on V. We recall that VOis canonicallyisomorphicto (ZP/ V) *.
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13.3. LEMMA. g0(ZP,I(O)C(dP-1V -l')O.Hence if Mis compacttheng0(ZP,I(O)

c (BP) o.

Proof. If p
show

that

gives

the

then in any case by (13.2)

0 there is nothing to prove. If p >0
f0) is a linear functional

=

on ZP so it will

T of g0(ZP,

element

any

T o dP-'

1 then

if p>

while

result

desired

proof is completed

the

if p = 1 then

Now

on BP-.

vanishes

of (13.1)
(DO) the

dP-1 (E90(IbP-1,

To

since

to

suffice

proof

by (11.3).

13.4. THEOREM. If M is compacttheng0(ZP, (D) is isomorphicto Hp(M),
whichis natuthereal p-dimensionalhomologyspace of M. In theisomorphism,
of homolof
consisting
the
subspace
into
carried
is
(DO)
Hp(M)
Np(M),
ral, 4(ZP,
ogyclasses whichare natural in thesense thattheyare leftfixed by all theiso4)of M.
morphismsq5*of Hp(M) inducedby diffeomorphisms
On

Proof.

the

have

we

hand

one

the

(ZP/BP) *,

reflexive.

Hence

of isomorphisms

we get the chain

Hp(M) n Hp(M)** --(ZPIBP)*,-,
Tracing

(BP)o

isomorphism

canonical

ZP/BP
the de Rham isomorphism
is
therefore
and
is finite dimensional

and on the other hand
---Hp(M) *. Since M is compact, Hp(M)

given

through these isomorphisms

(BP)?.
we get an element

[cp]CHP(M)

l[cp] of (BP)? by defining L[,p](w) =fpw for all wEZP. Every element of
(BP)0 arises in this way from a uniquely determined homology class [cP].
every

In particular
show

that conversely

If q5EG

in this way

(DO) arises

of 40(ZP,

element

everything

arising

f

f

in this way

We

now

of 40(ZP,

(D0).

by (13.3).

is an element

then

L [cpl(Row) =

,*W=

cv

w = L[0*cp]
(w) = L+*[Cp](w)

+*cp

a fortiori homotopic

and
Now if )ECGo then q5 is isotopic,
so L[cp] o Ro =Lo*[cp].
map of M and 4* is therefore the identity
to the identity

mapping

of Hp(M),

L[cp] is always in 40(ZPK, (?)
and at the same time we see that L[c]] is in 4(ZP, (DO) if and only if q5*[cp]=cp

so l[cp]

o Ro =L[cp]

for all 4)CGo.

q.e.d.
for all OGG.
If M is not compact
us to compute

40(Z',

then
(DO). The

dual

of the

p-dimensional
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finite homology
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result
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